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This potential contains exchange Majoran component in both central and spin-orbital terms
which follows from all microscopic considerations and brings to the so-called even-odd phase
shift splitting. Because of this the potential adequately describes the Pauli principle. Because of
strong change of the form in even states the new potential describes the SV2 and Di/2S/2 phase
shifts better than old SBB potential which revealed in appreciable difference of the three-body
bound state energy values. In last it describes the P3n wave appreciably better.

To calculate the separable potential parameters the Bateman separable representation
method was used. This method allows to take a separable potential in the following form

M
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where (D'])o = V(st,Sj) and M- the rank of the separable potential. The results for Bateman

points obtained from numerical calculations are presented in the below table:

Partial waves
L=0, 3=1/2
L=l,J=l/2
L= 1,1=3/2
L=2, J=3/2
L=2, J=5/2

S], fm"1

0
0
0
0
0

S2,fm"1

1.5790
1.3380
1.6240
2.1690
2.9040

S3,fm"'

2.8410
2.2080
2.6890
3.3220
4.4740

S4, fm"1

4.5010
4.7420
4.0850
4.0380
6.4560

The separable potential obtained approximates well the origin of local one and describes
calculated values and experimental data for the Na scattering phase shifts very well.

One can use this separable potential for three-body calculations of light nuclei such as He
and 6Li in (a+N+N)- channel in the framework of Faddeev formalism. Such research is under
way.
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In dynamic decay models of composite nuclei generated from the full fusion of heavy ions
the emissions of the light particles and gamma quanta that competent to the decay and going with
it are vital importance. In these models the decay process is considered as a straying of the
imaginary Brownian particle in the space of collective variables. The most important physical
effects are the fluctuation of these variables and energy dissipation. As a dynamical equations the
stochastic classical Langevin type equations (LE) are used.

The aim of the present work is a development of the method for determination of
nonstationary friction and diffusion coefficients for the collective subsystem in case of arbitrary
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temperature and damping. These transport coefficients include the nonmarkovnian effects, too.
As a reference point one uses the Langevin approximation that is widely applied for the
description of fluctuation and dissipative effects in macroscopic systems as a reference point.

A microscopic collective Hamiltonian of global motion that evidently depends on the
relative distance R, canonically conjugated momenta and internal variables has the following
form

H= - — Y —Mid^— +U(R) +ZVS ( R ) (b+
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(s - state, that conjugate by time s; o"s - phase factor). Where b+
s, bs - phonon operators that

describes inner excitation of the system. By using harmonic approximation for the description of
the inner excitations, the systems of generalized nonlinear Langevin equations are obtained. On
basis of obtained equations, the quantum fluctuation- dissipative relations are specified. It is
shown that the motion equations for collective coordinates satisfies the fluctuation- dissipative
relations, which means that the obtained dissipative kerns for nonmarkovnian dynamic motion
equations for the relative coordinates are correct.
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As it is known, the variation of galactic cosmic rays (CR) is caused by uneven distribution
of the cosmic rays sources in the Galaxy, diffusion of particles from Galaxy, flashes supernova,
generation of particles of closely disposed neutron stars and the possible explosions in the center
of the Galaxy.

That's why this class of variation is particularly interesting for the problem of the origin of
cosmic rays and for many questions of astrophysics.

The investigation of extra - solar anisotropy in the region of low moderate energies is
essentially complicated because of the solar wind with freeze magnetic fields in the interplanetary
space. Only at minimal solar activity, in the period of the quiet Sun, when the flux of scattered
particles becomes larger or compared with the size of the region of modulation, one can estimate
the extra - solar anisotropy by measuring on the Earth.

In work [1], according to experimental data obtained from the neutron super monitor of
Samarkand State University, the daily variation of cosmic rays was analysed.

Samarkand complex neutron super monitor is sensitive to the primary cosmic rays from 7 to
some tens of GeV (with effective energy of about 15 GeV). The full neutron count rate is - 710
thousands impulses per hour. It corresponds to calculation error of about 0,12% per hour which
is sufficient for investigation of daily variations of CR. The detailed description of the
supermonitor is given in [2].

The analysis of daily variations [1] showed that daily variation of cosmic rays has 3
harmonics: 24-hour, 12-hour and 8-hour. The 12-hour harmonic of daily variations of CR is
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